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Abstract - Cloud providers offer idle resources - Spot
instances, in an auction-like mechanism. Spot instances
provide a dynamic and efficient manner for renting cloud
resources. However, failures are often due to Spot price
fluctuations. Recently introduced variety of Spot instances Spot Block instances, run uninterrupted for a predefined
duration. In this paper, we propose a model for Spot Block
prices determination. Analysis of different bidding
strategies in creating Spot Blocks requests is provided. Two
auction-based pricing mechanisms are analyzed: Uniform
price auction and Generalized Second-price auction. Cloud
provider's revenue under these pricing mechanisms is also
addressed.
Keywords - Cloud resources; Spot Block instance; pricing;
bidding; auctions

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a paradigm for enabling network
access to a scalable and elastic pool of shareable physical
or virtual resources with self-service provisioning and
administration on-demand [1]. Resources in a cloud are
generally purchased as cloud instances, i.e. Virtual
Machines (VMs) with the required CPU, memory and I/O
resources. In addition, different types of VMs provide
different levels of guarantees in terms of availability and
termination. The price that cloud customers pay for
required resources is determined by instance type and
pricing mechanism. As the pioneer of cloud computing,
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) uses three
different purchasing options to improve revenue
management: Reserved instances, On-demand instances
and Spot instances. Reserved instances are purchased with
long-term (usually a year or three years) availability
guarantees, On-demand instances are purchased for
specific time periods and are guaranteed to be available
once assigned, and Spot instances are purchased through
an auction mechanism, but their availability depends on
the time-varying spot price. Reservation pricing
mechanism incurs a relatively high fixed cost for cloud
customers. However, it provides guaranteed access upon
request, and the instances are not revocable once
provisioned. With On-demand instances, cloud customers
do not have guaranteed access upon request, but the
instances are not revocable once provisioned. Hence,
Reservation and On-demand pricing mechanisms provide
guarantees on minimum sustained availability [2]. These
pricing mechanisms are considered as static, since prices
for cloud resources cannot be increased or decreased for
under and over-utilization of the resources, respectively.
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With Spot Instances, cloud customers can bid in an
auction mechanism for idle resources. However, this
purchasing option offers no guarantees on minimum
sustained availability. Cloud customers submit their
requests by specifying the maximum hourly price they are
willing to pay for the required resources. Spot prices are
dynamically set by cloud provider depending on the
availability of the idle resources and current demand. Spot
instances are allocated to the customers if their bid is
higher than the Spot price. When the Spot price exceeds
the maximum bid price, the Spot instance is terminated.
Cloud provider can also revoke Spot Instances when the
supply of available Spot Instances decreases due to
increased demand for On-demand and Reserved instances,
and the maximum bid price is equal to the Spot price [3].
Recently, Amazon introduced a new variety of Spot
instances, namely Spot Block instances. These instances
run continuously for a finite duration (1 to 6 hours).
Pricing is based on the requested duration and the
available resources. Spot Block prices are typically 30%
to 45% less than On-demand prices [4]. Submitting the
bid, cloud customer specifies the maximum price willing
to pay per hour along with the Block duration parameter
(the number of hours that Spot Block instance will run).
When there are enough available resources for the
requested duration, Spot Block instance will launch and
run continuously for a flat hourly price. At the end of the
Spot Block duration, the instance is terminated. This
model of purchasing cloud resources is suitable for tasks
that need to run uninterrupted for up to 6 hours.
Main contribution of this paper is the development of a
novel model for Spot Block price determination. A unit
bid is introduced in order to enable comparison of cloud
customers bids. In addition, we analyze three different
bidding strategies under two auction mechanisms:
Uniform price auction and Generalized Second-price
auction. Cloud provider's revenues under various
scenarios are addressed. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows. Section II presents a brief literature
review. Modelling of Spot Block prices, bidding strategies
and auction setup for two observed auction mechanisms
are introduced in Section III. Experimental evaluations
and results are given in Section IV. Section V contains
discussion on obtained results Finally, concluding remarks
are presented in Section VI.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Cloud providers introduced dynamic forms of pricing
mechanisms in order to maximize their profits and balance
supply and demand for cloud resources [5-7]. Auction
mechanisms can be effective and promising solution,
since they support cloud customers for truthful bidding
(submitting bids that reflect real willingness to pay). The
auctions ensure that cloud resources are assigned to the
customers that value them the most. In addition, these
mechanisms provide price variation depending on the
changes in supply and demand by creating competition
among cloud customers [8]. Various auction-based
allocation and pricing mechanisms can be used for cloud
resources [9-12]. Uniform price auction is a widespread
method for Spot pricing mechanism [13]. The concept of
the marginal bid (the highest unsuccessful bid) for cloud
resources allocation and pricing under Second-price
auction is proposed in [14]. Combinatorial auctions are
often used for pricing and allocation of cloud resources. A
comparison of combinatorial one-to-many auction and
fixed pricing mechanisms is presented in [15], where the
two mechanisms based on the combinatorial auctions are
proposed. The auction-based mechanisms show better
performances than fixed pricing mechanisms. A periodical
auction mechanism, based on the limited English
combinatorial model for allocation of cloud resources is
proposed in [16], where the genetic algorithm with the
objectives to maximize the provider's profit and to reduce
customers' requests execution times is used. A fair multiattribute combinatorial double auction for allocation and
pricing of cloud resources is proposed in [17], where
additional parameters such as fairness, reputation and
imposing of penalty on the providers that make a false
Quality of Service (QoS) assurance in order to win the
auction are included in the analysis.
Bidding strategies for allocation and pricing of Spot
instances are widely addressed [2, 18-23]. Guidelines for
cloud customers in creating bids for Spot instances with
consideration of the tradeoffs between cost, wait time and
interruption rates are presented in [18]. A descriptive
statistics approach for the analysis of Spot pricing along
with consideration of typical pricing patterns including the
presence of seasonal components, extremes and trends is
presented in [2]. The availability and cost aware bidding
framework based on the formalization of Spot instance
failure model and non-linear programming model is
proposed in [19]. Bidding and pricing strategies for
optimizing cloud customers' utility and cloud provider's
revenue are analyzed in [20].
In this paper, the two well known auctions: Uniform
price auction and Generalized Second-price auction are
used for Spot Block pricing. Three bidding strategies
within four different scenarios are addressed. The aim of
the analysis is to get an insight into cloud provider's
revenues, cloud customers' payoffs and potential savings
in Spot Block instances provisioning. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper addressing this issue.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let us consider a setting with a single cloud provider,
where the provider offers its idle resources, i.e. Spot
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instances, in an auction-like manner. We assume that all
cloud instances have the same characteristics in terms of
computing and storage performances. Analysis can be
easily extended to various types of cloud instances.
Without loss of generality, our analysis is executed into N
consecutive time slots of one hour duration. The number
of available idle instances, that may be offered in the form
of Spot Block instances, varies according to the number of
initiated and released Reserved, On-demand, Spot
instances and Spot Block instances that already run. This
largely depends on the demand for cloud resources. The
total number of cloud instances is denoted as M. In this
paper, we assume that each instance in each time slot
(unless already initiated as Spot Block instance) can be
initiated as Reserved, On-demand or Spot instance, i.e.
this instance is unavailable for initiation as Spot Block
instance. The probability that cloud instance is unavailable
is denoted as Q. Considering that sufficient number of the
participants in the market is needed for revenue
maximization in long term [17], we assume that number
of the cloud customers, denoted as B, is always greater
than the number of the available Spot Block instances.
The number of the customers that initiate request for
Spot Block instance can be modelled using Poisson
distribution [24]. In this paper, the two parameters for
Poisson distribution, l1 and l2 , are used for the periods
of high and low traffic load, respectively.
In order to initiate a certain Spot Block, cloud
customer creates a bid. Submitting a bid, cloud customer
defines two parameters: the value of the bid, i.e. the
maximum price per hour that customer is willing to pay
for a given Spot Block, and the Spot Block duration,
expressed in hours (up to 6 hours). Bids are submitted at
the beginning of each time slot. Cloud provider allocates
the available Spot Block instances, denoted as M i ,

M i £ M , to customers that value them the most.

Customers with the greatest bid values can initiate
instances that will run for predefined duration without
termination. The value that customer pay for Spot Block
initiation is not the value of the bid, but the value of Spot
Block price per hour. Depending on applied auction
mechanism, these prices can have different values.
A. Modelling of Spot Block prices
Spot Block prices differ depending on the duration of
Spot Block usage. The Spot Block price per hour for Spot
Block instance in time slot i Î [1, N ] for the duration of

t is denoted as: pi ,t , t = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} . These prices
are not known in advance. Their values for current time
slot are set depending on cloud customers bids and applied
auction mechanism. However, Spot Block prices for the
previous time slot i - 1 , pi -1,1 and pi -1,6 , are publicly
available [25]. The greatest Spot Block price is set for the
maximum Spot Block duration of 6 hours, while the
lowest Spot Block price is set for Spot Block duration of
one hour. Therefore, it applies:

pi -1,1 < pi -1,2 < pi -1,3 < pi -1,4 < pi -1,5 < pi -1,6 . (1)
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Spot Block prices for Spot Block duration of 2, 3, 4
and 5 hours in time slot i - 1 can be easily calculated
from pi -1,1 and pi -1,6 . We assume that

pi -1,6 = (1 + q ) × pi -1,1 , q Î (0,1).

(2)

The parameter q is introduced in order to evaluate the
difference between the values of Spot Block prices per
hour for Spot Block duration of one hour and six hours.
Therefore, Spot Block prices for duration t can be
presented as follows:

æ (t - 1) ×q ö
pi -1,t = ç1 +
÷ × pi -1,1 ,
5
ø
è

t = {2, 3, 4, 5}. (3)

B. Bidding strategies
Cloud customers submit their bids in time interval
i Î [1, N ] based on information about on-demand prices
and Spot Block prices per hour in previous time interval.
On-demand price for equivalent on-demand instance
(instance with the same computing and storage
performances offered on-demand) is denoted as po . Set
of all bidders in time interval i Î [1, N ] is denoted as Bi .

The bid of the cloud customer j Î Bi in time slot

i Î [1, N ] can be expressed as follows:

(

)

bi , j = u ij , t j , t ij ,

(4)

[

bi , l Î pi -1,6 - d 6 , pi -1,6 + d 6

[

When cloud customers place bids close to the Spot
Block price for one hour in previous time interval, their
bids take values

[

]

bi , k Î pi -1,1 - d1 , pi -1,1 + d1 ,

[

]

(5)

where i Î [1, N ] , k Î 1, Bi . d1 denotes a small
variation of the Spot Block price for one hour in previous
time interval. The probability of choosing the first bidding
strategy is denoted as q1 , q1 Î (0,1) .
For the second bidding strategy, it applies:
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]

The third bidding strategy is characterized by bid
values from the range

bi , m Î [ po - d o , po ],

[

(7)

]

where i Î [1, N ] , m Î 1, Bi , m ¹ l ¹ k . d o is used to
denote the lower bound in variation of the on-demand
price per hour. The probability of choosing the third
bidding strategy is denoted as q3 , q3 Î (0,1) . Obviously,

q1 + q2 + q3 = 1 .

C. Auction Mechanisms
Comparison of bids is not as straightforward as in the
case of bidding for regular Spot instances. The complexity
is introduced by allowing that Spot Block instance runs
without termination even if the value of the bid is already
exceeded. Considering that Spot Block prices per hour are
different for different Spot Block duration, bids cannot be
simply sorted depending on their value. In this paper, we
propose a model for translation of bids into unit bids in
order to enable their comparison in an auction mechanism.
Each bid is represented by a new value of the bid and by
the same Spot Block duration, as follows:

bi , j = æçu ij , t j , t j ö÷,
è
ø

duration of t j .

six hours in previous time interval, pi -1,6 and bidding
close to the on-demand price. These strategies are chosen
according to a discrete probability distribution.

(6)

where i Î [1, N ] , l Î 1, Bi , l ¹ k , d 6 denotes a small
variation of the Spot Block price for one hour in previous
time interval. The probability of choosing the second
bidding strategy is denoted as q 2 , q 2 Î (0,1) .

where u j, t j represents the value of the bid for the

Depending on their willingness to pay, customers may
perform the following bidding strategies: bidding close to
the Spot Block price for one hour in previous time
interval, pi -1,1 ; bidding close to the Spot Block price for

]

(8)

where u ij , t represents the unit bid value of cloud
j

customer j in time slot i Î [1, N ] . In accordance with
(3), the unit bid value can be calculated as:

u ij, t j

ì 5 ×u ij , t
j
ïï
= í 5 + t ij - 1 ×q , t ij = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} . (9)
ï i
i
ïîu j , t j , t j = 1

(

)

Once unit bids in certain time slot are determined, the
allocation of Spot Block instances is performed based on
the set of winning bids, i.e. cloud customers with the
winning bids can initiate required Spot Block instances.
Cloud customers payoffs differ depending on the applied
auction mechanism. In this paper, we analyze Uniform
price auction and Generalized Second-price auction in
order to obtain cloud provider's revenues in provisioning
of Spot Block instances. The set of the winning bids
contains M i the highest unit bids,
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{

}

i
,
Wi I = u1i, t1 , u2i , t 2 ,L ,u M
i , tM
i

(10)

where M i denotes the number of the available Spot

of the next highest unit bidder. The set of the cloud
customers payoffs in time interval i Î [1, N ] under
Generalized Second-price auction is:

{

Block instances in time interval i Î [1, N ] . This number
varies since Spot Block instances can be occupied without
termination up to 6 hours.
In Uniform price auction, each winning bidder pays
the same price equal to the lowest winning bid. The set of
the cloud customers payoffs in time interval i Î [1, N ]
under Uniform price auction is:

{

}

i
,
Pi I = u1i, t1 , u 2i , t 2 , L , u M
i , tM
i

i
where u1i, t1 > u 2i , t 2 > L > u M
i , tM

i

i

Block prices in general can be represented as:

æ (t - 1) × q ö I
piI, t = ç1 +
÷ × pi , 1 ,
5
è
ø

(12)

where t = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
Cloud provider's revenue under Uniform price auction
in time slot i Î [1, N ] can be expressed as:
WiI-1

WiI- 2

h =1

z =1

Wi I- 3

WiI- 4

WiI-5

e =1

g =1

r =1

RiI = å piI, t q + å piI-1, t h + å piI- 2 , t z +
q =1

, (13)

+ å piI-3, t e + å piI- 4 , t g + å piI-5, t r
where th ³ 2 , t z ³ 3 , te ³ 4 , t g ³ 5 , tr = 6 . Wi I-1
denotes the set of winning bids in time interval i - 1 ,

Wi I- 2 denotes the set of winning bids in time interval
i - 2 , etc. Equation (13) implies that cloud provider's
revenue in one time slot depends on the Spot Block prices
determined in current time slot and the prices of Spot
Block instances initiated in five previous time intervals
with corresponding duration (in time slot i - 5 , relevant
requests are those with duration of 6 hours, in time slot
i - 4 relevant requests are those with duration that is
equal or greater than 5 hours, etc).
When cloud provider applies Generalized Secondprice auction winning bidders pay the value of the next
highest bid. This means that each cloud customer has
different set of possible payoffs. For each bidder, the set
of unit bids is determined. However, Spot Block prices for
each winning bidder are determined based on the unit bid
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i +1

i +1

},

(14)

.

In this case, the Spot Block price per hour of cloud
customer q Î Wi II can be expressed as follows:

(

)

t q - 1 ×q
æ
piII, tq = çç1 +
5
è

ö i
÷ ×u q +1, t q +1
÷
ø

(15)

. Therefore, Spot

i
slot i Î [1, N ] is piI, 1 = u M
, t M . According to (3), Spot

Wi

i
where u 2i , t 2 > u3i , t3 > L > u M
+1, t M

(11)

Block price for Spot Block duration of one hour in time

I

i
Pi II = u2i , t 2 , u3i , t3 ,L,u M
i +1, t M

where t q = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and u qi +1, tq +1 is the next
highest unit bid. Since cloud customers pay different Spot
Block prices, we assume that the lowest winning unit bid
in previous time interval is known in advance. These
information provide decision support in choosing
appropriate bidding strategies.
In accordance with (13), cloud provider's revenue
under Generalized Second-price auction in time slot
i Î [1, N ] can be expressed as:

RiII

WiII

= å

q =1

piII, tq

WiII
-1

+ å

h =1

piII-1, t h

WiII
-2

+ å piII- 2, t z +
z =1

Wi II
-3

WiII
-4

WiII
-5

e =1

g =1

r =1

.(16)

+ å piII-3, t e + å piII- 4, t g + å piII- 5, t r
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to analyze proposed scenarios, simulations in
open source programming language Python 2.7 are
performed in 1000 iterations. Time period of 5 days is
simulated (Monday-Friday). Each day is divided into
N = 24 time slots of one hour duration. Time slots from
i = 7 up to i = 20 belong to the period of high traffic
load [26]. The number of customers initiating requests in
this the period of high traffic load is modelled by Poisson
distribution parameter l1 = 1.5 , while the period of low
traffic load is modelled by Poisson distribution parameter
l1 = 0.5 . The number of cloud instances is M = 50 .
The average number of cloud customers is B = 250 . The
assumed probability of cloud instance unavailability (due
to reserved, on-demand or spot instance initiation) is
Q = 0.33 .
The initial Spot Block prices for Spot Block duration
of one hour and six hours are chosen from publicly
available data for Amazon Spot Block instance
m4.10xlarge in EU (Frankfurt) region and Windows
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operating system [25]. Spot Block prices for duration of
one hour and six hours are p0,1=3.04 $/hour and
p0,6=3.4 $/hour, respectively. According to (2) and (3),
θ=0.12 while Spot Block prices for Spot Block duration
of 2, 3, 4 and 5 hours are: p0,2=3.112 $/hour,

p0,3=3.184 $/hour, p0,4=3.256 $/hour and p0,5=3.328
$/hour, respectively. On-demand price per hour of
equivalent on-demand cloud instance is po =4.24 $/hour

provide slightly greater revenues in comparison with
Uniform price auction.
TABLE II.

AVERAGE CLOUD PROVIDER'S REVENUE IN TIME SLOT
PER INSTANCE [$]
Uniform price auction
High
traffic
load

Scenario

[25].
Considering these prices, it is reasonable to assume
that values for parameters determining boundaries in
bidding for appropriate bidding strategy are:
d1 = d 6 = d o = 0.2 .
We observe four scenarios depending on dominant
bidding strategy. Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 analyze setting
where cloud customers predominantly choose the first
(q1=0.50, q2=0.30, q3=0.20), the second (q1=0.30,
q2 =0.50, q3=0.20), and the third bidding strategy
(q1=0.20, q2=0.30, q3=0.50), respectively. The fourth
scenario analyzes the setting where all available bidding
strategies are equally possible, q1=q2 =q3=0.33. After the
first round of auctions, the Spot Block price for Spot
Block duration of 1 hour (unit bid) is known publicly in
the case of Uniform price auction. In the case of
Generalized Second-price auction, the lowest winning unit
bid is known.
Table 1 shows the average winning bids (expressed in
$) for all observed scenarios in the periods of high and
low traffic loads under both auction mechanisms. These
values are approximately the same, i.e. both auctions have
nearly the same impact on cloud customers in the terms of
bidding. Although customers pay different Spot Block
prices under these auction mechanisms, their bid values
are nearly the same. This means that in the terms of cloud
customers' incentive to bid truthfully (submitting bids that
reflect their actual willingness to pay), the applied
mechanisms have the same effect.
TABLE I.

AVERAGE WINNING BIDS [$]

Uniform price auction
Scenario

High
traffic
load

Low
traffic
load

Generalized Secondprice auction
High
Low
traffic
traffic
load
load

1

4.090

3.942

4.090

3.941

2

4.112

3.978

4.112

3.977

3

4.131

4.018

4.131

4.018

4

4.116

3.990

4.116

3.989

Table 2 shows the average revenue per instance
(expressed in $) that cloud providers achieves in the Spot
Block market. This revenue depends on the Spot Block
prices defined in an auction mechanism in current time
slot and the Spot Block prices defined in previous five
intervals. This is due to the fact that Spot Block instances
can be run in 6 time slots without termination. The results
in Table 2 show that Generalized Second-price auction
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Low
traffic
load

Generalized Secondprice auction
High
Low
traffic
traffic
load
load

1

3.142

3.268

3.197

3.360

2

3.090

3.235

3.137

3.318

3

3.039

3.189

3.083

3.263

4

3.081

3.226

3.128

3.305

The average savings (expressed in %) over Ondemand instances are shown in Table 3. These values
present the potential savings that cloud customers obtain
for using Spot Block instead On-demand instances. It is
notable that all scenarios provide savings greater than
20%. The greatest savings (28.334%) are achieved in the
scenario where the dominant strategy is bidding close to
On-demand price under Uniform price auction in the
period of high traffic load.
TABLE III.

AVERAGE SAVINGS OVER ON-DEMAND PRICES [%]

Uniform price auction
Scenario

High
traffic
load

Low
traffic
load

Generalized Secondprice auction
High
Low
traffic
traffic
load
load

1

25.907

22.917

24.600

20.746

2

27.122

23.708

26.011

21.755

3

28.334

24.794

27.283

23.051

4

27.331

23.915

26.221

22.062

V. DISSCUSSION
Recently introduced Spot Block instances provide
several advantages over classic Spot instances for both
cloud providers and cloud customers. Cloud providers
have better utilization of idle resources, while cloud
customers can initiate these instances up to 6 hours
without termination. In addition, the determined Spot
Block price per hour for required Spot Block duration is
fixed for this specified time interval. Therefore, once
determined, the given price is fixed regardless on changes
in supply and demand in cloud instances market. This is a
great improvement in comparison with Spot instances,
where cloud provider can terminate the instance whenever
the spot price exceeds customer's bid. In general, Spot
Block prices are greater that Spot prices, but significantly
lower that On-demand instances. The results show that
regardless of the chosen bidding strategy, greater revenues
in average are achieved under Generalized Second-price
auction. However, from cloud customers' perspective,
Uniform price auction is more convenient, since it
provides greater savings over On-demand price. This
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approves that Spot Block instances are cost-effective
solution for occasional workloads that require
uninterrupted provisioning in duration less than 6 hours.
VI.

[8]

[9]

CONLUSION

This paper presents analysis of auction-based pricing
mechanisms for pricing cloud provider's idle resources in
the form of recently introduced Spot Block instances.
Uniform price auction, as a widespread pricing
mechanism for cloud resources, is compared with
Generalized Second-price auction. Initiating request for
the access to the Spot Block instance, cloud customer
choose one of the three possible bidding strategies.
Depending on dominant bidding strategy, we observe
several scenarios. In this paper, a model for Spot Block
prices determination under these pricing mechanisms is
proposed. This model provides an appropriate insight into
price dependences of chosen auction mechanism.
However, it requires that Spot Block prices in previous
time interval are known in advance. We analyze average
winning bids, average revenues per instance and average
potential savings over On-demand pricing mechanism. In
all observed scenarios, the significant savings over Ondemand instances are achieved. In addition, Uniform price
auction provides slightly less Spot Block prices and
greater savings over On-demand instances. The results
show that regardless on the chosen auction mechanism
and regardless on chosen bidding strategy Spot Block
instances are cost-effective solution that embodies
advantages of On-demand instances and Spot instances.
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